This paper deals with some aspects of commerce (merchandise and trade) activities as attested in the Ancient North Arabian Safaitic inscriptions.
٢
There were principle means of subsistence and economy of Arabian tribes in "auraen and B ae diyat esh-Shaem. These included sheep and goat pastoralism, trade and cultivating natural areas. However, to keep fit and live in safe, the Arabian tribes defended in favour of their presence; and practiced what is so called guarding "tutelary, guardians" and guiding the caravans trade, they carried goods, in addition they were looking after and breeding the domestic animals (2) .
We notify that the scholars are in critical situation to draw a clear picture of commerce; that is due to the rarity and ambiguity of the inscriptions dealing with this activity. In this study, the authors are trying to shed light on the commerce activity through cross examining of Safaitic inscriptions (3) .
The Terms: tgr
We know little about trading goods and markets, and our knowledge is based on inscriptions. Among the vocabularies in the Safaitic inscriptions is the verb tgr "trade" (4) . This verb has attested in some inscriptions; it appears to be a rare sign indicating the commerce activity. It would be useful as a major indicator to examine the related vocabularies. A special attention has been paid to the inscription: l ' hb bn k c mh hdr wtgr hkbn (5) , it describes the organization of commerce in terms of artifacttrading process, or the word kbn "hemming" (6) , which it mentioned in the inscription, it casts a shadow over the activity, which was practicing different forms of weaving as saddlery, plaiting garment or weaving loose outer garment with sleeves (7) .
2 Maãaerqah 1988, p. 336 3 Villeneuve 1988, p. 102 4 Winnett 1957, p. 133 (8) .
The presence of numerous basalt stone heaps in the desert, known as cairns, led some scholars to suggest that these were used as watching towers or leading signs along trading roads (9) . It seems possible that the guides who led the caravans used these cairns to ease their duty in protecting caravans (10) .
It is already accepted that the Nabataeans mixed with Safaitic tribes after falling of their state in AD 106, many inscriptions refer to the inhabitants who lived in Harra and Hammad and who had a chance to learn trading methods from the Nabataeans (11) . However, the Safaities who lived along the eastern foot mountain accompanied the Nabataeans as their assistance (12) . However, it can be said that the Nabataeans played important role in the Safaitc trade.
'

¾²
The term `¾ ² was companied in some inscriptions with h > ¾²t (13) , and in some others it occurred alone (14) , it has been interpreted by Grimme as "sell the goods", it was also mentioned in the Lihyanite inscriptions under the same meaning (15) . 
dwg
It can be expected that peddling was practiced. As we get in inscription which is seemed to be a kind of commerce activity organization which known as peddler, in other way, "market oriented"; that expressed in:
"By 
wklt
In Safaitic, wklt is attested in Winnett 1957, p. 32 The Arabic lexicon supports the expression: "get trade in salt", in other cases, "provided by salt" (26) . This commerce activity was mentioned in Canaanite texts (27) , mainly as ml…m. In Hatra, ml… denotes to salt-mine, and in Aramaic ml… to salt-herb (28) .
Other Safaitic inscriptions indicate the presence of "salt-mine", where the Safaities (29) .
The term w…šr ¾lqt ml… means "prepared a pitfall to extract salt". The word ¾lqt carries the consequence of the Arabic derivation ¾alñqat "a hollow was excavated just recently.
Our suggestion has not only been based on semantic element, but also on the fact that the area of Jordan's Harra, mainly al-Azraq district is still used to extract salt in present.
Another opinion suggests a new meaning to (ml…): wbr > y ml… (30) and w ‡ry ml… (31) , this make the word ml… in the two inscriptions in question. Is it a place name
where Mil… e ‡- †arraer was cited on the eastern south foot of Jabal "auraen? Or did the two inscriptions indicate salt works? Another example is in question, the inscriptions of WH 37 and 329 make us do not expect that the interpretation of Winnett for wml… as "travel" (32) is suitable, but we think it reflects the sense "trading in slat". (33) . It's possible that Gr is one of Safaitic tribes which spread over both Jordan and Syria Harra, mainly, in Jawa, Burqu c , and Zulaf (34) . It can be concluded that Gr tribe had a commercial relation with Nabataeans who settled in Bostra and "auraen in South Syria, or even with the new comers "Romans" who lived in the Decapolice, which is located to the circulation area west of Gr.
V. Clark exposed a family as Gr that was involved in producing and extracting salt, lm…l bn hd [² > l] gr wml…
It seems that salt was a main and saleable commercial good, and in a pivotal position at the time when the Safaities existed, it was available in plenty, it was in demand at the Nabataean markets, or perhaps at North-Arab of al-"ijaez markets. interpreted by V. Clark as "grew fat. Our view is crossing with his. We interpret it as being linked to Arabic etymology of the term malla…a "put salt" (36) .
c lf
In fact the Safaitic inscriptions provided information that is shedding light on trading in c lf through brief and enigmatic vocabularies. We regard here the term mng c t or mg c t (37) , which shows what is to be called manger/ trough. They used mangers to put provender for feeding the animals, mainly at the time of scarcity, dry seasons, sterility, and war. The evidence is derived from the verb c lf (38) "to feed" in the Clark 1980, p. 190, n o 82 36 Clark 1980, p. 190 (42) , and this is the inscription: lãmr bn ã½n q½½ bzm (43) .
For q½½: the Arabic lexical meaning shows that it stands for a huge market place, where a plenty amount of things are gathered (44) . This market was used in the PreIslamic periods. We would contend that q½½ was used for selling and buying, since the markets can be insured, c ukaeø, ²u-al-majaez and ²u-al-majana, when pilgrimage was held as mentioned by the classical Arabian historians.
rhn
The statement: lbdnn bn f(l)q wtw(l rhn) (45) "By Bdnn b. F(l)q, and he (put down a pledge)", might show an evidence for another of commerce activity, known as pledge, which was so spread in the past. 
Conclusion
This study discussed the trade activity that was practiced by Safaitic tribes which formed a vital part in their daily life, and played an important role between them and the tribes and societies who lived around. Safaitic tribes had strong commerce relations with their neighbors; the Nabataeans in Bostra. Moreover, it was important for the Safaitic tribes to become an ally to the Romans; they needed to easily pass the routes guarded by Roman legions and fortifications, which were distributed along trade routes, as well as around cities.
Inscriptions were the main source of information to explore this cultural aspect. The study came out with some significant results; one of them is the fact that a special terminology was used to indicate economic and commercial activities, moreover, some particular goods were mentioned as well as their price, currency/ measure was used, and the name of the market.
The Safaitic words in the inscriptions were compared with their parallels in other North Arabic inscriptions as Thamudic and Lihyanite. 
